
Zabbix software is designed for real-time monitoring of millions of metrics collected from 

tens of thousands of servers, virtual machines and network devices. It is capable of adopting to 

legacy and new technologies easily. Zabbix is a universal enterprise-level monitoring solution. It has 

all the enterprise-grade features included: SSO, distributed monitoring, advanced security, no data 

storage limits, and much more. Zabbix integrates efficiently with CMDB, ITSM, inventory 

management, reporting and other types of IT systems. 

How does Zabbix work?

Data collection

Zabbix can collect metrics from any device, system, application or service. Everything that the 

Zabbix server can connect to – either via internet or internal networks, can be monitored.

Data processing

Detect problem states within your environment automatically. No need to manually analyze 

the incoming data flow – Zabbix can do it for you.

Data visualization

The native web interface provides multiple ways of presenting a visual overview of your IT 

environment: widget-based dashboards, graphs, network maps, and drill-down reports. 

Notifications

Notify responsible team members about problem events using many different channels and 

options: send messages, emails, phone calls, let Zabbix fix issues automatically, or escalate 

problems according to flexible user-defined service levels. The pool of ready-to-use Zabbix 

integrations gives freedom in choosing the messaging platform. 

Administration

You can easily configure Zabbix through the single pane of glass web UI, set up automatic back-up.

Features

Here are some highlights why Zabbix is awesome: 

—  Built-in integrations with leading ITSM systems

—  Zabbix insights & Trigger dependencies

—  Granular user roles

—  SAML Single-Sign On

—  Ready for IoT monitoring – support of MQTT, 
Modbus protocols

Services

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

As the sole developer of the tool, Zabbix company also offers a great variety of professional 

services. Ranging from full scale hands-on deployment or seemless migration, to live training 

sessions to get your whole team up to speed with the tool. Naturally there’s also 24/7  tech support 

to make your experience with the software smoother and more enjoyable in case you require any 

urgent assistance. 

Zabbix offices are open in Europe, USA, Japan, Russia, and Latin America, and with its global 

Partner network can also offer professional services in you local language.

Worldwide customers

www.zabbix.com

is a fully Open Source 
monitoring solution 
designed to cover your 
full IT infratructure stack

Zabbix gives you the freedom

—  Own your data

—  Easy migrate from on-premise to cloud 

and vice versa

—  Rely on versatility

—  Choose from agent/agentless monitoring 

options

—  Distributed monitoring

—  High frequency monitoring

—  Discover dynamic entities

—  Plug and play templates

—  Synthetic monitoring of HTTP endpoints

—  Limitless data preprocessing
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